DevOps Engineer (m/w/d)

Cargoboard - started as a digital freight forwarder with our own transport booking platform, we are already 3 years later on track to becoming the largest digital general cargo forwarder in Europe! With our customer-centric and digital processes, we are not only sustainably revolutionizing the logistics industry, but also stand for scalable and innovative technologies. Cargoboard stands for going the extra mile every day, achieving great goals and living our vision. Each member of our strong team contributes to our success story every day. This results in growth - and that’s exactly why we are looking forward to your application!

YOUR MISSION

✓ You help analyze, design, plan and scale a modern infrastructure stack
✓ Help advance the infrastructure as code paradigm through out the organization
✓ Design and implement continuous integration for our infrastructure code itself
✓ Improve the observability of the system
✓ Plan and control security in all aspects
✓ Learn and teach (unfortunately sometimes) badly documented technology
✓ Work with our backend and UI/UX engineers and help them shape a stable production environment
✓ Junior and senior candidates can apply

YOUR PROFILE

✓ Experience using Infrastructures such as AWS, GCP, Azure, or any other large scale cloud platforms
✓ Driven, proactive, accountable, reliable team player
✓ Experience with infrastructure as a code (e.g. Terraform or Ansible)
✓ Experience with Python or Typescript is a plus
✓ Ability to communicate professionally with other engineers and teams
✓ Fluent English (verbally and in written form)

WHY CARGOBOARD?

✓ Get insights on the development of industry changing technologies for non-trivial challenges
✓ Be part of a dynamic start-up with a rapidly growing team
✓ Grow continuously on your individual career path
✓ Take on responsibility and shape the company and technology
✓ Flexible working hours
✓ An inspiring working environment with short lines of communication, horizontal organization, and great team spirit

LUST EINZUSTEIGEN?

Dann schick uns deine Bewerbung mit Angabe deines möglichen Eintrittstermins über das Onlineformular unter: https://cargoboard.jobs.personio.de/job/624329?display=en

Weitere Infos zu deiner Karriere bei uns findest Du unter: cargoboard.de/karriere-bei-cargoboard/

Deine Ansprechpartnerin ist Luisa Wind, erreichbar unter wind@cargoboard.com oder 05251 2973565.

Wir freuen uns auf Deine Bewerbung!
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